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Part A: Listening (2,0ms) 

I. Mi and Nam are talking about what they will do if they become the president of the 
3Rs club. Listen and fill one word in each gap to complete the table for their ideas. 
(1.0m) 

Mi’s ideas 
Put a recycling bin in every (1) .………………………..……… 
(2) ………………………..…… energy - saving lights. 

Nam’s ideas 
(3)…………………….………..students to go to school by bus. 
Set up a gardening (4) ……………………………. 

II. Listen again and write True (T) or False (F). (1.0m) 
Statements T  - F 

1. Mi is from class 6A and Nam is from class 6E. 
2. Mi thinks, she will organize a few book fairs. 
3. At book fairs, students can swap their new books. 
4. Students can grow vegetables in the school garden. 

1. …………. 
2. …………. 
3. …………. 
4. …………. 

PART B: Phonetic 

Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 
others (1M) 
1A. thank B.that C.  this D. those 

2A. cost B. most C.sometimes D. post 
3.A. arm B. charm C. farm D. warm 
4.A. come B. home C. some D. none 

PART C: Language focus (2.5 ms) 
Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D) to complete these sentences.  
1.I think “Tom and Jerry is the best ______________ “  

A. film  B. sport   C. newsreel  D. cartoon 
2.In the future, we won’t go on holiday to the beach but we ________ go on holiday to the moon. 

A. must  B. can’t   C. might  D. won’t 
3.They couldn’t go on a picnic ______________the weather was bad. 

A. because  B. when             C. but   D. or 
4.My house is ______________to the supermarket.   

A. to the left    B. behind  C. near   D. next 
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5.You have to throw the ball into the net when you play___________ 
A. basketball B. football            C.tennis                 D. badminton   

6.If we throw trash on the road, we will_________our  environment.  
A. pollution B. pollute C. polluting D. to pollute 

 7.. We will have a …………….. to take care of  our health.     
        A. home robot            B. doctor robot      C. teaching robot         D. worker robot 
  8.. In the future , I will live ………………….because I like swimming. 
        A. in the mountain     B. on the Moon      C. on the ocean           D. under the ground 

9.Walking to school will help ……………… air pollution. 
A. reduce    B. reuse   C. recycle  D. refill 
1. My sister ……………… home for school yet. 
A. didn’t leave   B. don’t leave   C. hasn’t left            D. isn’t leaving  

Part D: Reading (2.0ms) 
. Read the text carefully and answer the questions: (1pt) 
 In the future, we live in amazing new homes. Our houses will use the sun or the wind to make 
electricity. We won’t have cookers, dishwashers or washing machines. We will have robots to cook 
our dinner and wash our clothes. We will have robots to look after our children, and to feed our cats 
and dogs. 
We won’t use computers. We will have special remote control units. We can surf the Internet, send 
and receive e-mails and order food from the markets without getting out of bed.  
We won’t have TVs or CD players because we will have watches that play music, take pictures and 
tell time. Our cars might not use gas. They might use energy from air, water or plants.  
1/ Where will we live in the future? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
2/ Will we need dishwashers or washing machines? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
3/  Who will help us do the housework? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..... 
4/  What kind of energy might our cars use? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
II. Fill in each blank with a right word in the box (1pt) : 

factory – new - rubbish – bottles – is 

 
Recycling is using (1) ................................. to remake new goods that can be sold again. For 

example, when you put (2) .................................... and cans in the recycling bin, people take them to a 
(3) ............................ . In this factory, people reprocess these bottles and cans into many (4) 
............................ things.  
Part E: Writing (2.5ms) 
I. Rewrite these sentences as directed in the brackets. (1.0m) 
1. We make the air dirty because we use the car all the time. (Rewrite this sentence with “If”) 
-> …………………………………………………………………………………….. 
2. The/ Sydney/ city/ is/ cleanest/ world/ the/ in. (Rearrange the words to make a sentence) 
-> …………………………………………………………………………………….. 
3. He was lazy, so he got a bad mark.  (Rewrite this sentence with “because”)  
-> …………………………………………………………………………………….. 
4. It rained hard yesterday. I went to school on time. (Combine these sentences with “although”) 
-> …………………………………………………………………………………….. 
II. Write 50 -70 words about your dream house in the future. (1.5m) 

1. Where will your house be?   3. What will there be in the house? 
2. What will it be surrounded by?   4. What will help you do the 

housework?  
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In the future, my dream house 
................................................................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................. 
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................... 
 
 

 


